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 I would like to thank the host committee for all the work they 
have done, the conference chair for the excellent informative 
agenda, and the rest of the executive who put the time in to put 
this conference together. Great job everyone, you deserve our 
gratitude. 

 I’d also like to thank our hard-working board of directors 
and committee chairs who work tirelessly to ensure we are 
moving in the right direction – as always, that is on many 
fronts. 

 I assure you, your association continues to work towards 
many goals and initiatives. 

 Likely our biggest endeavour to date, and certainly a 
huge new role for this association is the development and 
implementation of the SBOA Certification Program. We will 
continue to provide updates on this exciting new program that 
is sure to have a positive impact on all of us, as well as new 
building officials who chose to work in this great industry. 

 Many of you are still wondering about the government’s 
Alternative Compliance Model initiative, and where it might 
land. I have not heard of any changes or updates in the past 
six months, but I don’t think it has gone away either. There is 
likely still one group that still would like to see some version of 
it. We will stand by and keep everyone posted. I’m sure we will 
hear more on this from Mr. Hawkins when he gives us the latest 
updates from his office. 

 As I like to remind everyone at this time, the SBOA remains 
a strong and steady contributing member of the Alliance of 
Canadian Building Officials Associations. Alliance of Canadian 
Building Officials Association (ACBOA) is a national voice 
for Building Officials. It is made up of associations like ours 
from across the country, including British Columbia, Alberta, 
Manitoba, Ontario, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. As 
of this past year, Yukon and Northwest Territories are now 
members that sit at the ACBOA table. National Research 
Council (NRC) now participates as a full member of ACBOA. 
This is recognition of ACBOA’s role nationally. NRC and other 
national organizations are looking for a way to participate with 
Building Officials on a national level. 

 To date, ACBOA’s largest 
tangible contribution to the 
world of Building Officials 
has been the development of 
national code training that is 
delivered across the country. 
The SBOA has been delivering 
this training for three years 
now. We are extremely excited 
that this material has been 
reviewed and endorsed by 
NRC. The federal organization 
that writes the code has said 
that the training we are using 
is the training material that you 
should take if you want to study 
building codes in Canada. 

 As of a few months ago, ACBOA now owns a new database 
of 1300 exam questions, all based on the 2010 National Building 
Code, but work has already started to update to the 2015 
NBC. These exam questions will make up the exam program 
for the new SBOA Certification Program. They are good 
questions, developed by Building Officials under the scrutiny 
of a professional educational institute. The format is online, 
and it is simple to use, effective, efficient, and your results are 
immediate.

 SBOA, through our partnership with ACBOA, has full 
access to these questions, and in fact, at the end of November, 
Lara is going to Ontario, to meet with the exam writers, and 
will be developing the exam logic specifically for Saskatchewan. 

 No doubt, our involvement, and our contributions to 
ACBOA, and having a seat at the national table has great value.

 As I always say, we have great partners, and great 
partnerships. 

 We will continue to work towards our association objectives, 
and to help our members be better Building Officials. 

Chris Gates, LBO-3, A.Sc.T., CRBO 
President Saskatchewan Building Officials Association



Building Officials should be aware of the following inspection points:
 • Span of building are the same on the drawings
 • Soil capacity
 • Rafters to poles connections
 • Treated lumber below grade
 • Roof purlins
 • Bracing
 • Drainage
 • Wind sensitive components

 The second part of the presentation was in reference to thickened 
edge slab foundation. Part 9 of the NBC allows slab on grade 
foundations for accessory buildings up to 55 square meters as long 
as it the building is not more than 1 storey and is not masonry. For 
anything larger there needs to be professional design. A typical detail 
that is designed by an engineer might look similar to this:

 Erroll explained the following inspection points that Building 
Officials should be looking for:
 • Drainage /Elevation
 • Soil Types
 • Rebar Placement
 • High Load Points
 • Compaction/Gravel

 SBOA and the membership appreciated an informative 
presentation shared by Erroll Castle.

Tuesday, November 6, 2018

Erroll Castle, P.Eng. - Castle Engineering

Chris Gates & Erroll Castle

 A presentation/discussion forum on pole shed construction and 
thickened edge foundations requiring engineering.

 In regards to references why pole sheds require engineered design 
we look at Articles 9.23.10.1 and 9.23.1.1. So we see that Part 9 of 
the National Building Code of Canada (NBC 2015) requires framing 
members not to exceed 600 mm and rafter spacing also not to exceed 
600 mm or they will require engineered design. We also have to take in 
consideration Articles 9.15.1.1 & 9.15.3.3 with references to footings 
and foundations, pressure treated wood materials in the ground, soil 
bearing capacities > 75 Kpa (9.4.4.1 Foundation Conditions) as well as 
the footings are concrete plugs below the poles. Other considerations 
in the design of pole buildings might be:
 • Loads – Exterior & Interior
 • Mezzanine
 • Floor loading – building use
 • Collateral loading on walls & ceiling
 • Foundation considerations – If geotechnical investivation/

report is available
 • Ground water elevation
 • Soil type and bearing capacity

 There are also load considerations from Part 4 of the NBC such as 
but not limited to:
 • Loads – Exterior & Interior
 • Mezzanine
 • Floor loading – building use
 • Collateral loading on walls & ceiling
 • Foundation considerations – If geotechnical investivation/

report is available
 • Ground water elevation
 • Soil type and bearing capacity

Erroll showed us of 3 failures of pole buildings and they were:
 -Wind uplift - south of Swift Current
 -Door king posts sunk – Gull Lake
 -Building frost jacked – Frontier

A little girl was talking to her teacher about whales.
The teacher said it was physically impossible for a 
whale to swallow a human because even though it 
was a very large mammal its throat was very small.
The little girl stated that Jonah was swallowed by 
a whale.
Irritated, the teacher reiterated that a whale could 
not swallow a human; it was physically impossible.
The little girl said, ‘When I get to heaven I will ask 
Jonah’. The teacher asked, ‘What if Jonah went to 
hell?’
The little girl replied, ‘Then you ask him’



LIST OF NEW MEMBERS
May 17, 2018 

to 
December 11, 2018

Marc Alam Ottawa, ON
Sandip Brahmbhatt Prince Albert, SK
Wonje Do Regina, SK
Jason Everitt Melfort, SK
Ryan Ewart Regina, SK
Bonnie Fenrick Regina, SK
Buddy Gordon Punnichy, SK
Nipin Greyeyes-Gaudry Saskatoon, SK
Chance Kinequon Punnichy, SK
Kevin Lynch Saskatoon, SK
Travis Medloski Regina, SK
Brian McBain Sudbury, ON
Keith Mueller Regina, SK
Ken Pasiechnyk White City, SK
Roy Pugh Regina, SK
Armando Rante Regina, SK
Launel Scott Saskatoon, SK
Bryant Van Kuik Hague, SK

Monday, November 5, 2018

Energy Efficiency in Housing and 
Small Buildings

Seminar presented by Red River College; 
Tammy VL Harper.

  
 This all day workshop was well attended 
by Building Officials, Engineers, Architects, 
contractors and home manufacturers.
 Thanks to Tammy on an extensive 
workshop that will help us through the 
launch of the National Energy Code 2017 and 
Section 9.36 of the National Building Code 
2015.

Fraser Tolmie giving greetings on behalf of the 
City of Moose Jaw.

Chris Gates President of the Saskatchewan 
Building Officials Association (SBOA) gave 
greetings at the opening of the conference.

Tuesday, November 6, 2018

SBOA Business Meeting 
and Elections

Minutes and reports from the 
executive, officers and committees 
were presented and adopted. There 
was an election of the executive. The 
following people were elected for a 
two year term. Chris Gates President, 
Ryan Shepherd Vice President, Jerry 
Wintonyk Membership, Dale Wagner 
Newsletter, Lara DeRosier Certification, 
Bob Baker Secretary, Shenah Cartier 
Treasurer, Cynthia Starchuk Education, 
Virginia Shepley Conference, Courtney 
Smith Member at Large, Dana Chaben 
is the Executive Secretary and Dan 
Knutson serves as Past President.

LeRoy Evenson retired Treasurer

Wednesday, November 7, 2018

Lara DeRosier - 
SBOA’s Certification Program
Lara provided the membership with an overview 
of the current Certification Program.

Jody Holzmiller, Kevin Lynch BCTC & Norm 
Kindred



Tuesday, November 6, 2018

Deborah Howes - High Clouds Inc.
 Your Best Presentation starts with every day practices used by 
Building Officials in their inspections. The processes you use can 
create challenges about fairness or evidence when seeking compliance 
or in appeal hearings. How you explain the basis for your order 
enhances compliance or triggers appeals. The format and style of 
your presentation at the appeal hearing should convince the appeal 
panel to uphold your order. This session touches on all these aspects 
of everyday practices. It will provide best practices tips and tools for 
every Building Official.
 Deborah relayed some very important information to Building 
Officials if an Order is appealed. First off is to not take it personal. An 
appeal is a legislated right as well as an opportunity for the appellant. 
It is also a formal review by an independent body. Often a Building 
Official will use an Order in the hopes that it is appealed to gain clarity 
of the code when it is unclear. This can also provide precedency for 
future similar cases.
 The order of proceedings at an appeal hearing begin with the 
introductory comments by the panel, followed by opening statements 

Deborah Howes & Ryan Shepherd

Building Code Training for Canadians – 
Series 1 – 2010

This online course is a key prerequisite in obtaining a Class 1 
Building Official License. 

“A comprehensive home study of the National Building Code of 
Canada, one & two unit dwellings.”

Please note that applicants will not be able to register over 
the phone

For information contact Southeast College Weyburn Campus
at 306-848-2500 or wbexams@southeastcollege.org

www.southeastcollege.org
P.O. Box 1565

Weyburn, Saskatchewan   S4H 0T1     

Tuesday, November 6, 2018

Sunridge Group

 This presentation was on the Performance Modelling and Energy 
Guide for Houses and discussed where it aligns with the NBC 
9.36 performance requirements. To support the building permit 
application when using the NBC performance pathway, two technical 
reports are generated. First, is the proposed House which uses the 
proposed specifications and secondly, is the referenced house that 
uses prescriptive specifications.
 Why is the performance option valuable? It allows builders 
to use any specs they want so long as the house has better energy 
performance. It encourages creativity in building systems and the use 
of better building products and it allows builders to seek ways to build 
more affordably.
 So there are two performance options: the NBC for building 
permit application and the EnerGuide Rating System (ERS) which 
also is used for building permit application along with inspections, 
testing, and a rating label for the home.
 SBOA would like to thank Keith Hanson and Dave Fetch for the 
informative presentation.

Dan Knutson, Dave Fetch & Keith Hanson

by parties or otherwise known as appellant, respondent followed by 
presentation of evidence followed by arguments by the parties and 
ending with closing remarks by the panel.

Tips for your best presentation at an appeal are:
 • Learn about what the appeal body needs
 • Focus on the:
 • Legislation or code
 • Evidence (did you look at it all?)
 • Balance of probabilities 
Don’t focus on:
 • Defending your honor
 • Undermining the appellant
 • Personal matters
 • Learn the process and who goes first
 • Speak to the panel
 • Assume nothing – ask
 • Present strongest / best points first
 • Identify multiple issues and alternative theories
 • Plan / script questions / statements
 • Use tools – graphs, timelines, visuals

SBOA would like to thank Deborah for her informative presentation. 



Wednesday, November 7, 2018

Building Standards Unit Information Session
The Chief Building Official Bill Hawkins provided an information 
session to attending delegates on Government related topics that are 
of interest to Saskatchewan Building Officials. Bill reviewed the dates 
that the different codes came and will come into effect.
NBC 2015 Section 9.36 Energy Efficiency
 ■ Adopted January 1, 2018 and in force January 1, 2019
NECB 2015
 ■ Adopted January 1, 2018 and in force January 1, 2019
NECB 2017
 ■ Available from NRC free of charge in digital format
 ■ Proposed for adoption and in force on January 1, 2019
2020 Editions of codes
 ■ Public Review from November 7 to January 4
Bill explained that the energy code applies to the following:
 ■ New buildings
 ■ Existing buildings
 ■ Factory built buildings
There are different paths to gain compliance and Bill explained 
these ways.
 ■ Prescriptive
 ■ Performance
 ■ Prescriptive with Trade-offs
 ■ Alternative Solutions
 ■ Deemed (based on the premise of an approved alternative 

solution)
The BASA Regulations have recently been amended and the following 
changes have been adopted:
Amended
 ■ Include reference to secondary suites in Class 1 licence
 ■ Align “expiry date” and “paid to” date on licence
 ■ Adopt gender neutral language
 ■ Improve language around cancellation of licences for cause
 ■ License fee increase
 ■ Issue new licences
 ■ Draft Application Policy
   ■ Daily handling of license applications

Chris Gates & William Hawkins

Wednesday, November 7, 2018

SBOA – Building Code Forum
The participants on the panel were 

Doug Mulhall, Lara DeRosier and Andrea Nylen.

Background: The purpose of the SBOA Building Code Forum is to 
facilitate constructive code review and interpretations amongst the 
Membership. The goal is to have as much audience participation as 
possible. Questions can come from the floor, but we will have some 
questions sent in prior to allow for a good start. The job of the panel 
is to identify key code components to help guide the audience to 
answers and interpretation, engage the audience where suitable, and 
facilitate the discussion. The goal is not necessarily a ‘presentation’ to 
an audience, but more of an engaged conversation.

The following topics were discussed:
 • Washrooms for non-gender etc. or bathrooms allowing both 

sexes
 • Spray foam and thermal barriers to protect them.
 • Where do you start the travel distance on mezzanines?

Lara DeRosier, Doug Mulhall & Andrea Nylen

   ■ Restricted and temporary licences
   ■ Policy and process to deal with cancellations/suspensions
   ■ Training requirements
   ■ Lapsed licences
In closing Bill gave us the following rundown of upcoming workshops.
Fall 2018
 ■ Energy Code Implementation, NECB and Section 9.36
  ■ November 27, Regina – full day
  ■ December 4, Saskatoon – full day
Spring 2019
 ■ Barrier-free Accessibility, Section 3.8 and CSA – B651
  ■ Regina and Saskatoon
Fall 2019
 ■ Energy Code, NECB and Section 9.36
  ■ Regina and Saskatoon
On Request
 ■ Hosted by other groups or organizations
SBOA would like to thank Bill for his input to our conference and 
bringing information forward to the membership.

 • When do you classify A-2 and D occupancy on small 
restaurants?

 • Service spaces and means of egress from roof and crawl spaces.

SBOA would like to thank our Code Panel for sharing their time 
and expertise. This session has proven to be very informative and a 
presentation that we would like to continue at future conferences.



Tuesday, November 6, 2018

Kelly Winder, P.Eng. - 
Complex Energy Analysis Limited
 The Building Energy Code is around the corner. Kelly provided 
a brief overview of the Building Officials role in the NECB with an 
emphasis on Part 3 buildings. An introduction to some of the tools 
that is available to assist with compliance using prescriptive, trade-off 
and performance compliance paths.
 The NECB provides minimum requirements for the design and 
construction of energy-efficient buildings and covers the building 
envelope, systems and equipment for heating, ventilating and air-
conditioning, service water heating, lighting, and the provision of 
electrical power systems and motors.
 The NECB is laid out in the following format:
Parts 1 & 2: General administration 
Part 3:  Envelope
Part 4:  Lighting
Part 5:  HVAC
Part 6:  Service water
Part 7:  Electrical power systems
Part 8:  Performance compliance modeling
NECB has 3 compliance paths with the first being prescriptive 
which means (do this don’t do that), the second being the tradeoff 
which means (I can’t do that so I will do this) and the third being 
performance compliance modelling which means (I can’t do this or 
that; computer lets me do these). So the following explains what each 
path represents:
Prescriptive Path
 • Demonstrate that all prescriptive requirements of the NECB 

are met
 • Collect all of the information on all components of each part of 

the code
 • Each of the design team consultants (architectural, mechanical, 

electrical) to ensure NECB requirements for their scope are 
met

 • Coordinating Design Professional assistance when required 
Trade-Off Path

 • Minimum requirements of certain parts of the NECB can be 
difficult or even impossible to meet

 • Trade-Off path option allows some compromises when other 
items exceed minimum requirements

 • Trade-Offs cannot be made between different parts 
Trade-Off Path – Part 3

Simple trade-off

 • Easy to apply
 • Allows flexibility while maintaining minimum performance 

level equivalent to prescriptive requirements
 • Allows trading U-values and Fenestration and Door to Wall 

Ratio (FDWR)
 • Can trade only vertical to vertical and horizontal to horizontal

 In Saskatchewan there have been many stakeholder groups that 
have been working with Building Standards for about 8 months to 

make this a reality. Representatives from City of Saskatoon, City of 
Regina, SBOA, Home Builder’s Associations, ASHRAE, CaGBC, 
Architects and Engineers, along with Building Standards personal 
have worked on the following items:
 • All codes (including NECB) are automatically adopted one 

year after publication
 • NECB 2015 and NBC 9.36 implementation delayed to 2019-

Jan-01
 • NECB 2017 was published in March 2018
 • UBAS update proposed to implement NECB 2017 early in 

2019
 • Stakeholder group has developed sample forms
 • Building Standards is publishing a guidance document to assist 

with the interpretation of the new energy code requirements

 Jerry Wintonyk & Kelly Winder

Men Are Just Happier People!
What do you expect from such simple creatures? Your last name 
stays put. The garage is all yours. Wedding plans take care of 
themselves. Chocolate is just another snack. You can never be 
pregnant. You can wear a white T- shirt to a water park. You can 
wear NO shirt to a water park. Car mechanics tell you the truth. 
The world is your urinal. You never have to drive to another gas 
station restroom because this one is just too icky. You don’t have 
to stop and think of which way to turn a nut on a bolt. Wrinkles 
add character. Wedding dress - $5,000. Tux rental - $100. People 
never stare at your chest when you’re talking to them. New shoes 
don’t cut, blister, or mangle your feet. One mood all the time. 
Phone conversations are over in 30 seconds flat. You know stuff 
about tanks. A five-day vacation requires only one suitcase. You 
can open all your own jars. You get extra credit for the slightest 
act of thoughtfulness. If someone forgets to invite you, he or she 
can still be your friend. Your underwear is $8.95 for a three-pack. 
Two pairs of shoes are more than enough. You almost never have 
strap problems in public. You are unable to see wrinkles in your 
clothes. Everything on your face stays its original color. The same 
hairstyle lasts for years, maybe decades. You only have to shave 
your face and neck. You can play with toys all your life. One wallet 
and one pair of shoes - one color for all seasons. You can wear 
shorts no matter how your legs look. You can ‘do’ your nails with 
a pocket knife. You have freedom of choice concerning growing 
a mustache. You can do Christmas shopping for 25 relatives on 
December 24 in 25 minutes.
No wonder men are happier!

Continued on Next Page
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Tuesday, November 6, 2018

Kelly Winder, P.Eng. - 
Complex Energy Analysis Limited

 • Implementation Tools from 
Stakeholder Group are:

 • Framework Guide
 • Project Summary
 • Drawing Requirements
 • Prescriptive Reports
 • Trade-off Reports
 • Performance Reports
 • Inspection Handout (for applicants)
 • Inspection Checklist (for code 

officials)

 In conclusion Kelly shared some 
additional resources with the membership
	 ➤ NECB 2017 available as a free 

download from Codes Canada
	 ➤ Online training package for NECB 

2011 available from NRCan
	 ➤ Summary of changes from NECB 

2011 to NECB 2015 to NECB 2017 
available from NRCan

	 ➤ Training seminars by SBOA, NRCan, 
CaBGC, and Building Standards 
scheduled for the near future

SBOA would like to thank Kelly for this presentation which will be instrumental for our 
membership with the adoption of Section 9.36 and the NECB 2017.

Dale Wagner & Brian McBain

Tuesday, November 6, 2018

Brian McBain - Underwriter 
Laboratories of Canada Inc.
 “ULC Smoke Alarms” understanding the ULC Standards for 
smoke alarms. From changes to smoke alarm construction and 
technologies to installation and maintenance standards. Over the 
years starting in 1975 the codes have included many changes for 
smoke alarms. There are two types of smoke alarms.

Ionization: Most effective in sensing small (invisible) smoke 
particles associated with flaming fires. The smoke alarm operates by 
monitoring a small current created by ionized air between electrically 
charged plates. Smoke particles will reduce the current and the alarm 
sounds.

Photoelectric: Most effective in sensing large and lighter colored 
smoke particles associated with smoldering fires. The smoke alarm 
operates by the scattering or obscuration of light caused by smoke 
particulars.
We also have multi-criteria technology such as dual Chamber:
 • Ionization/Photoelectric
 • Ionization/Carbon Monoxide
 • Photoelectric/Carbon Monoxide

 Smoke alarms are now required to have battery backup so you 
want to look for battery compartments and they shall have ready 
access to facilitate replacement. Removal of a battery from a battery-

operated unit (or AC with battery back-up) shall result in a readily 
apparent and prominent indication that the battery has been removed.
 Smoke alarms also are required to have a replacement date at a 
readily visible location on the smoke alarm after installation.
 In 2014 a change that all smoke alarms shall indicate end-of-life, 
based on the manufacturer’s specified lifetime (not to exceed 10 years), 
with an end- of-life signal. The end-of-life signal timer shall not be 
able to be reset after a maximum of 30 days. The SBOA membership 
would like to thank Brian for this interesting presentation.



Wednesday, November 7, 2018

Marc Alam - Canadian Wood Council
This presentation covers mass timber products (Glulam, CLT, NLT) 
including standard and nonstandard fire testing. It also addressed 
what is available in the building codes and the CSA-O86 Annex B for 
calculating fire-resistance ratings of mass timber. A background on 
encapsulated mass timber was also presented.

SBOA would like to thank Mark for this interesting presentation.

Ryan Shepherd & Mark Alam

NICKNAMES
If Laura, Kate and Sarah go out for lunch, they will call each 
other Laura, Kate and Sarah.
If Mike, Dave and John go out, they will affectionately refer to 
each other as Fat Boy, Bubba and Wildman.
EATING OUT
When the bill arrives, Mike, Dave and John will each throw in 
$20, even though it’s only for $32.50. None of them will have 
anything smaller and none will actually admit they want 
change back.
When the girls get their bill, outcome the pocket calculators.
MONEY
A man will pay $2 for a $1 item he needs.
A woman will pay $1 for a $2 item that she doesn’t need but it’s 
on sale.
BATHROOMS
A man has six items in his bathroom: toothbrush and toothpaste, 
shaving cream, razor, a bar of soap, and a towel.
The average number of items in the typical woman’s bathroom 
is 337 A man would not be able to identify more than 20 of 
these items.
ARGUMENTS
A woman has the last word in any argument.
Anything a man says after that is the beginning of a new 
argument.
FUTURE
A woman worries about the future until she gets a husband.
A man never worries about the future until he gets a wife.
MARRIAGE
A woman marries a man expecting he will change, but he 
doesn’t.
A man marries a woman expecting that she won’t change, but 
she does.
DRESSING UP
A woman will dress up to go shopping, water the plants, empty 
the trash, answer the phone, read a book, and get the mail.
A man will dress up for weddings and funerals.
NATURAL
Men wake up as good-looking as they went to bed.
Women somehow deteriorate during the night.
OFFSPRING
Ah, children. A woman knows all about her children. She knows 
about dentist appointments and romances, best friends, 
favorite foods, secret fears and hopes and dreams.
A man is vaguely aware of some short people living in the 
house.
THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
A married man should forget his mistakes. There’s no use in two 
people remembering the same thing!

An old Italian man in Brooklyn is dying. He calls his grandson to 
his bedside. “Guido, I wana you lissina me. I wana you to take-a 
my chrome plated 38 revolver so you will always remember me.” 
“But grandpa, I really don’t like guns. How about you leave me 
your Rolex watch instead?” “You lissina me, boy! Somma day you 
gonna be runna da business, you gonna have a beautiful wife, 
lotsa money, a big-a home, and maybe a couple of bambinos. 
Then one-a day you gonna come-a home and maybe finda you 
wife inna bed with another man. Whatta you gonna do then, 
pointa to you watch and say, ‘Times up’? “

Tuesday, November 6, 2018

Angelique Pilon - University of BC
 The University of British Columbia (UBC) has been part of 
the recent growth of mass timber construction, driven by new 
engineered wood products, design tools and construction practices. 
UBC’s Vancouver campus demonstrates the range of wood products 
in a multitude of academic, utility, athletic and residential buildings. 
The newest addition to that portfolio is Brock Commons Tallwood 
House, an 18-storey student residence with a hybrid mass-timber 
structure. Brock Commons was the first North American use of 
mass-timber products in a residential high-rise and, when completed 
in the summer of 2017, the tallest contemporary wood building in the 
world.
 SBOA would like to thank Angelique for her presentation. 

Ryan Shepherd & Angeligue Pilon



Wednesday, November 7, 2018

Shane Mintz – National Fire Protection Association
“How about ‘Cannabis in Canada, are you ready?”

This presentation explored the facts around recent legalization 
of Cannabis in Canada and discussed the levels of authority and 
jurisdiction at the various government levels in Canada. Shayne 
explained the recommended safety and security measures for 
Cannabis production facilities, as well as what constitutes good 
production practises.

Shayne explained that there will be concerns for both Fire Officials 
and Building Officials such as:

1. Approvals: Fire services need to be made aware as soon as possible 
of the application and details of proposed Cannabis production 
facilities and be fully engaged with all dialogue surrounding the 
approval of these facilities.

2. Retrospective changes to the building and fire code: It was reported 
that in Colorado it was difficult to get compliance to the Fire Code 
after the Cannabis regulations were in place. It would be preferred to 
build fire and building code regulations into the Cannabis regulations 
prior to their adoption.

3. Egress: While Egress is already addressed in the NFPA Fire Code, 
It was the experience in Colorado that dead bolted or electronically 
secured doors were often the main source of fire code violations.

4. Labs: Gas chromatography used in Cannabis labs are shown to 
emit hazardous materials. This is an area that needs to be addressed 
proactively.

5. Unique greenhouse hazards: Growing Cannabis produces hazards 
that are different from standard vegetable greenhouses because of 
high electric demand for grow lamps, fumigation operations, carbon 
dioxide (CO2) enrichment, and maze-like room layouts with different 
ceiling heights to accommodate plants at different stages.

6. Impacts on neighbouring buildings: Cannabis is often grown in 
warehouses near tenanted buildings and can have implications for 
smells and fumes.

7. Number of individuals in facility: Growing Cannabis is labor 
intensive often requiring staffing shifts that run around the clock. 
As such, the occupant load of workers can be higher than one might 
expect in a typical U occupancy greenhouse.

8. Sprinklers: Sprinklers are already an issue of debate in Canada. 
Many believe it should be in all new builds. In Colorado, occupancies 
of more than 12,000 square feet are required to be sprinklered. 
Occupancies without sprinklers should be subject to the opening 
requirements every 50 lineal feet so a defensive fire attack can be 
initiated if necessary.

9. Intermodal box containers (IBCs): Use of these IBC containers falls 
under the same building and fire code requirements for occupancy 
classification, egress door hardware, and sprinklering of the containers 
if the building is required to be sprinklered. It has been observed as 
an issue with Cannabis growing.

Dale Wagner & Shayne Mintz

10. Fire Inspection: Growing Cannabis requires additional fire 
inspection standards. Fire inspectors along with municipal Building 
Officials need to ensure that all construction permits, including 
electrical permits, have been obtained and final inspections have 
been conducted prior to allowing occupancy of any new business.

11. Electrical demands: Fires have occurred as a result of the melting 
of the overhead electrical service used for the 1000W lamps needed 
for growing. The experience in Colorado was that although the inside 
electrical system was sized correctly and was inspected; the electric 
utility service from the transformer was never upgraded.

12. Space demands: Colorado observed the progression from 
warehouses to vertical plant growing on tiers of storage racks up to 
30 feet in height. This may need to be assessed as high pile storage.

13. CO2 Enrichment: CO2 enrichment systems found in marijuana 
grow rooms are often three times as high as other growth buildings 
to intentionally flood the grow rooms with CO2. This presents 
asphyxiation hazards regulated by operational and system installation 
permits. Emergency shut off valves, alarms, and warning signs are 
needed as well as Carbon Monoxide detection systems.

14. Fumigation: Fumigation is prevalent in Cannabis growth. In 
Colorado, this requires a permit with assessment on the impact to 
neighbouring tenants. This has proven difficult to enforce as growers 
sometimes fumigate overnight without the appropriate permits. The 
resulting compounds can burn the respiratory tract.

15. Butane: Extraction using butane is the most cost effective yet 
the most dangerous method of Cannabis processing used. The use 
of butane creates two hazards. It is dangerous if released openly and 
it has explosive characteristics if used in closed systems. There have 
been seven butane explosions in Denver since January 2014.

16. Hazardous materials and smoke plumes: Additional training is 
required since transportation of Cannabis would fall under Hazardous 
materials as well as training for dealing with smoke plumes.

As was obvious there is so much that is unknown about the process 
and will be a great learning experience for all of us that need to 
regulate the operation of grow operations.

SBOA thanks Shayne for the presentation.



Never give a man a job that doesn’t belong to him.

After 10 years, the wife starts to think their kid looks 

kind of strange so she decides to do a DNA test.

She finds out that the kid is actually from completely 

different parents. Wife: Honey, I have something very 

serious to tell you.

Husband: What’s up?

Wife: According to DNA test results, this is not our 

kid.. Husband: Well you do remember, don’t you?

When we were leaving the hospital, you noticed that 

our baby had pooped. Then you said:

Please go change the baby, I’ll wait for you here.

So I went inside, got a clean one and left the dirty one 

there. Lesson: Never give a man a job that doesn’t 

belong to him.

The SBOA wishes to thank the 
following Sponsors:

C & S Builders Ltd
Loraas
P3A
Leeville Construction Ltd.
Armstrong Welding Ltd.
All N’ All Construction Inc.
Dufferin homes
Duncan Roofing Ltd.
D.C. Annesley Construction LTD
Tunnels of Moose Jaw
Heritage Insurance Ltd.
Canadian Tire
Moose Jaw Construction Association.
Miltek Surveys LTD
Aztex Construction LTD
APEGS
North Star Concrete
Minute Man Press
Rona
Sask. Power
Heritage Inn
City of Moose Jaw
Town & Country Plumbing & Heating

The SBOA wishes to thank all those individuals and 
organizations that donated prizes for the conference.

Wednesday, November 7, 2018

Adam Robertson - Wood-Works
 In this presentation Adam discussed the requirements of 
Permanent Wood Foundations. The presentation also provided some 
information on the newly designed New Housing Design Guide.

 Adam told us that 5% of all construction is Permanent Wood 
Foundations (PWF) and most common in Prairies and Northern/
remote locations. Lack of materials and lack of roads has made PWF 
a popular choice. PWF is cost effective and 2 – 3 times cheaper than 
other forms. Using PWF systems reduces weight in areas with poor 
soil conditions. PWF wood has a higher heat resistance, it is easier to 
finish and quick construction in any weather. Of importance it has 
lower environmental impact.

 The latest standard for Permanent Wood Foundations is CSA 
S406-16. SBOA would like to thank Adam for this interesting 
presentation.

Bob Baker & Adam Robertson

Hosts for the conference Lisa Eritz & Virginia Shepley



Editorial by Newsletter Chairperson Dale Wagner
 I was thinking about all of the training opportunities that the 
SBOA has offered to our membership which not only enhances our 
knowledge but informs us of changing codes and standards. It has 
never struck me more as it has this year of all of the training we have 
offered and how much we have had to learn this year. January 1, 
2018 the province adopted the National Building Code 2015 (NBC 
2015) and January 1, 2019 they will be adopting the National Energy 
Code 2011 (NECB 2011) and 9.36 of the NBC 2015. Later in 2019 the 
province will be adopting the NECB 2017. These are major changes 
for the building industry. Along with these changes the NBC 2015 
also adopts updated Standards. It is a lot for Building Officials to 
take in and enforce accordingly but what about the designers and 
contractors.
 Most of the designers and basically all of the contractors do not 
have a governing association in order for them to keep up with the 
ongoing changes. Personally I have a fair amount of contact with 
architectural technologists as well as contractors and in many cases 
when I mention new changes I have heard comments such as “I guess 
I will need to buy the 2015 National Building Code”. Many of these 
designers and contactors do not even have a code book let alone the 

newest edition and how are they expected to be able to provide up to 
date drawings and code compliant buildings. Furthermore how do our 
contractors and building suppliers gain the newest code and standard 
changes? I know that Building Standards does offer workshops in 
Regina and Saskatoon but this is only hitting a small portion of the 
building industry and information is mainly distributed from our 
association to members of SBOA. How do we fix the problem?
 I try to inform contractors and architectural technologists as 
much as possible about our conferences and training sessions but in 
many cases they do not have the time or the resources in order to 
take advantage of these opportunities. I really feel that we have to 
promote our association more and invite everyone involved in the 
building industry to become members. It will be advantageous to 
everyone involved to get the consistent training and information. It 
will stimulate good relations within the building industry as well as 
grow our association.
 This editorial is solely the opinion of the writer and does not 
necessarily reflect the opinions of the Saskatchewan Building Officials 
Association or our Membership.

SBOA Newsletter is published twice a year for the 
information of our association members. Its purpose 
is to inform the members about conference topics 
and upcoming events. Comments, story ideas and 
suggestions about contents and format as well as any 
retirements or deaths, should be directed to:

Dale Wagner, Newsletter Chairperson
P.O. Box 35

Hague, Saskatchewan
S0K 1X0

Home: (306) 225-2265
newsletter@sboa.sk.ca

Jerry Wintonyk, Viktor Tarskii (Yellowknife NWT) & Jody Holzmiller 
BCTC Certificate

Lara DeRosier & Jeff Fawcet ACBOA certificate

SBOA would like to 
wish condolences 
to the family of Ron 
Cole who passed 
away on December 
24, 2018. Ron 
retired from the City 
of Saskatoon in 1989 
after 22 years as a 
Building Official.
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Other nearby hotels 
Canalta Hotel
2421 8th Ave. Humboldt, SK S0K 2A0
306-682-4731

Bella Vista (Host Hotel) 
1815-8th Ave.

Humboldt, SK  S0K 2A0
306-318-0037

www.bellavistainn.ca

Pioneer Hotel 627-9th St.
Humboldt, SK
S0K 2A0
306-682-2638

Book rooms early as a block of rooms is only held for a period of time.


